Highlights

- 2008 has proven to be the precursor of a new world order that seems to be emerging from the ongoing financial turmoil;
- The year started with hotel sector performance holding up, it continued with more subdued growth rates and finished with storm clouds gathering space;
- During the last quarter, the European hotel industry experienced growing signs of weakening trading performance, due to a downsizing in business travel and customer spending. Serious operational cost cutting and deferral of refurbishment plans also started in earnest;
- The first signs of distressed hotels and downward pricing adjustments started to transpire as we reached the last quarter of 2008, with buyers’ perceptions of risk increasing and value expectations decreasing;
- The analysis of yields and values for 2008 was always going to be an interesting exercise with many commentators expecting or predicting significant falls in value, owing to falling performances and rising yields. However, we have discovered that is this is not the case uniformly across Europe: there are some cities which have seen a dramatic decrease in value, but we also report five cities which have shown either an increase in value or static values;
- The difference between the decreases and increases has polarised this year: in euro terms Geneva has seen a 17.3% increase in value per room, whilst Riga has shown a 28.1% fall in value, a 45% difference overall (however, in Swiss francs the growth in values in Geneva was 4.4%; likewise in Riga, in Latvian lats, the fall was 27.5%. This highlights the vagaries of the euro exchange rate last year). On average, 21 cities experienced a double-figure fall in value and only five stepped into positive territory. We note that the depreciation of the sterling against the euro was greatly responsible for the huge drops in the values of the UK cities, including London. We have calculated this impact to be in the region of 12%;
- We have decided to expand the study further this year by including St Petersburg and Sofia in the index. Both are important cities with burgeoning hotel markets and are now firmly in hotel operators’ sights;
- Given the restrictions in the finance markets and the consequent delays on new hotel development, we have decided not to include a development pipeline for 2008. The data we have are so dependent on restrictions to financing and developers’ and operators’ changing circumstances that we feel their accuracy and relevance could be seriously challenged;
- For 2008 we have added further analysis by dividing Europe into four geographical regions: North, South, East and West. This, perhaps unsurprisingly, illustrates that in 2008 Western Europe showed the smallest overall fall in values and Eastern Europe the largest. Although the division is subjective, it demonstrates the importance of location on the performance of the hotels and their values. We have seen a return in 2008 to location as the driving force in investment decision-making. Covenant is still important but location is now again the crucial factor;
- Another new analysis included this year is measuring value appreciation versus risk – risk being the standard deviation of percentage change in values – over a ten-year period. This shows that over the ten-year cycle in real terms only Warsaw has seen a drop in value. More information on how this analysis is calculated can be found in ‘Understanding the HVI’.

Figure 1 Top and Bottom Five – Percentage Change in Hotel Value per Room (€)

Source: HVS – London Office
Changes in Value

Amsterdam is one of the European gateway cities that have suffered most from the economic downturn in 2008, owing partly to unfavourable exchange rates against the sterling and the US dollar and its strong reliance on foreign visitation, in particular from the UK and the USA. As a result revenue per available room (RevPAR) decreased by more than 6% last year. Values dropped for a second year in a row to €293,400 per room, returning to pre-2005 levels. Historically, high barriers to entry have limited the entrance of new supply in the city. New projects are now being developed near the outskirts of Amsterdam and in the Schiphol area in order to benefit from the increase in commercial developments between the airport and the city.

In Athens a 3.7% drop in occupancy in 2008 was offset by a 4.4% increase in average rate, maintaining RevPAR at around €96. The social unrest that took place in December 2008 in the Greek capital has significantly affected the city’s performance, as year-to-November figures were still showing a RevPAR of €98. Despite a 2.5% decrease in value per room to €212,500 in 2008, the Athens hotel market has shown stronger resilience to the global downturn in comparison to other cities in the Southern Europe region (with an overall average decrease in values of 10% for the area). We note that because of its low volatility, Athens showed a risk-adjusted capital appreciation ratio of 0.31 from 1998.
to 2008 (as shown in Figure 5), which is well above the Southern European average of 0.23 and slightly above Western Europe’s 0.30.

Since 1990, the Barcelona hotel market has significantly expanded and still shows high levels of growth. Following the decision of the city to reposition itself as an upscale destination, much of this growth is in the upscale and luxury segments. Combined with the negative impact of the economic downturn, this increase in supply is not consistent with an increase in demand, leading to a decrease in RevPAR.

Despite its improved image following the 2006 FIFA World Cup, Berlin is still perceived as a more affordable city compared to other Western European capitals. Of all of the inbound flights to the city, 55% are operated by low-cost airlines, and 72% of overnight stays are domestic, which is partly owing to the amount of high-spending companies (international businesses and financial services) that are based in western Germany. In 2008, occupancy dropped by 1.6 percentage points to 69.1%, but average rate rose to €92, with RevPAR growth close to 4% year-on-year. As a result, Berlin ranks fifth in terms of value growth per room with a 0.2% increase to €175,300 in 2008 (25th position in our index). We note that on a risk-adjusted capital appreciation basis Berlin had the fourth-largest ratio (0.54) out of all of the cities included in the index, well ahead of other German cities.

Several secondary British cities have seen their results deteriorate significantly in 2008. With a strong...
share of demand being generated by domestic guests (70% of total overnights) and exhibitions (54% of arrivals to the city are business-oriented), Birmingham has also experienced the effects of corporate cost cutting as the country goes into recession. As a result RevPAR decreased by 15.5% and values fell to a historically low level of €153,100 per room, below that of Edinburgh. We note that the depreciation of the sterling against the euro played a very important part in this drop in value, as our results are presented in euro. While euro values decreased by 22.7%, in sterling this drop in value is much more modest at 10.9%.

Because of its dependence on foreign demand for accommodation (which accounts for 65% of total overnight stays in the city), Bratislava experienced a strong RevPAR decrease of 8% in 2008, despite maintaining an average rate of €101 and the growing domestic economy. However, in anticipation of the country’s adoption of the euro in 2009, a 10% appreciation of the Slovakian koruna took place in May 2008, thereby providing upward bias to the average rate. Hotel values per room dropped by 15.2% in 2008 to €166,800, the lowest absolute figure for Bratislava since we first included the city in 2004. Bratislava now ranks 27th in our index.

At the end of 2008 Brussels was still managing to weather the economic storm in terms of both occupancy and rate. The limited number of new hotels and steady European Union (EU) corporate demand has kept the city’s hotel performance relatively robust. Occupancy increased by 1% and average rates by 4.1%, resulting in a 5.1% rise in RevPAR to €115. Hotels in the Belgian capital are considered to be more affordable than those in other Western European capital cities and values, although lower in absolute terms (with 23rd position overall in the index) compared to other Western European capital cities, increased by a marginal 1.7% in 2008, confirming Brussels as one of the more resilient markets in Europe. In terms of risk-adjusted capital appreciation, Brussels ranks sixth with a ratio of 0.46, well above the Western European average of 0.30.

Despite registering a healthy growth in arrivals and a strong countrywide GDP growth in 2008, Bucharest’s occupancy dropped by almost 17%. The city had a 47% increase in hotel supply during 2008. The high dependence on business-related demand (80% of overnights) and the strong seasonality between weekdays and weekends, owing to the corporate-focused business mix, added to the fall in occupancy. Consequently, RevPAR decreased by 14.2% to €70, despite a 3.1% increase in average rate. Values per room in the city decreased by 21.4% to €160,300 in 2008 (28th position).
Budapest’s dependence on the international market along with growing competition amongst Central and Eastern European city-break destinations led the city’s RevPAR to decrease by 7% in 2008, driven mainly by a decrease in occupancy. Lately, bottom line performance has also been challenged by higher labour costs, and capitalisation rates rose because of political and economic uncertainty and the higher perceived risk (Hungary was bailed out by the IMF towards the end of 2008). Altogether, this caused a value decrease of 17.1% to €158,600 per room. The robust pipeline of new hotels expected for the next few years (a 20% increase on the current hotel supply), assuming that they materialise, is likely to put more pressure on room yields and values in the coming year.

As a result of a decrease in leisure and group arrivals during the summer months and the decrease in business travellers in the second half of the year, hotels in Copenhagen recorded a decline in occupancy of 4.8% to 68% in 2008. With a 5.1% increase in average rate, RevPAR remained static at €81. There were no significant additions to room supply; however, the deteriorating economic conditions came into effect towards the second half of 2008 and, consequently, hotel values declined by 6.4% (below the Northern European average) to €204,300 per room. New supply is expected to enter the market over the next few years, including a city centre convention centre with a capacity of 2,500 delegates.

Dublin’s heavy reliance on visitation from European and North American source markets, which have been greatly affected by the current economic situation, led hotel trading performances to slump in 2008. With bednight demand from North America and mainland Europe falling by 19% and 10%, respectively, as well as a rate adjustment strategy, RevPAR dropped by 9.8% to pre-2005 levels of €95. Values per room fell by 18.6% to €199,000 in 2008. While Dublin’s room supply grew in line with accommodated visitation to the city between 2003 and 2008, an estimated 4,000 new hotel rooms are expected to be added to the city’s room stock by 2013.

Out of all the UK cities included in the index, Edinburgh saw the sharpest decline in RevPAR, which in turn led values to drop by 27.1% (out of which 12 percentage points are related to the depreciation of the sterling against the euro) in 2008 to €224,600 per room (15th position). The city’s supply pipeline indicates that approximately 2,000 new rooms are to enter the market in the coming years. On a risk-adjusted basis, the Scottish capital showed a capital appreciation above that of the other UK cities included in the index, with a ratio close to 0.03. We note that these poor results reflect the double effect of a drop in absolute values and the unfavourable currency exchange conditions, which affects the regional UK to a larger extent. In sterling the drop in value is 15.9%.

The triple impact of an increase in supply, the loss of major trade fairs and the decrease in business-related demand led Frankfurt’s RevPAR to decline by 1.3% (resulting from a decrease in both occupancy and rate). As such, Frankfurt experienced a decrease in values for the second year in a row with a drop of 7.9% in 2008 to €155,000 (30th position). On a rate-adjusted capital appreciation basis, Frankfurt has a ratio of 0.08, which is below the Western Europe average but on a par with Hamburg. The city also has a substantial development pipeline of 5,000 rooms, including some international brands, which may result in a further fall in value next year.

With the recent refurbishment of several de luxe properties and despite its exposure to international demand for accommodation (80% of overnights), Geneva is one of the very few cities in Europe to have experienced double-figure growth in average rate in 2008. As a result, values per room in Geneva experienced the strongest increase out of all the cities included, with a growth of 17.3% to €463,700, placing the city in third position in the index. Geneva is also ranked third in terms of risk-adjusted capital appreciation from 1998 to 2008, which further demonstrates the city’s resilience to downturns. This can be attributed to the large presence of international organisations, providing a constant source of demand, as well as the high barriers to entry.

Hamburg is one of the five cities that saw an increase in RevPAR during 2008. Although occupancy dropped by 1.5 percentage points to 73%, the city managed to hold its ground and even increase average rate to €101, resulting in a miniscule RevPAR rise of 0.3%. As Hamburg is mainly a domestic leisure destination, it has not yet felt the full blow of the current financial crisis. On the other hand, with more than 2,500 rooms announced or rumoured to be in the pipeline and more brands entering the city (such as Golden Tulip, Motel One and B&B), new developments will probably have to be put on hold until the market recovers. Values suffered a moderate drop of 3.2%, which put Hamburg at 24th position in the 2008 index, four places higher than last year. We note that on a risk-adjusted capital appreciation basis, Hamburg has a ratio of 0.08, well below the European average.

Istanbul is one of the few cities that has proved resilient to the economic downturn, recording the second-highest growth in value for 2008. Despite a mere one percentage point drop in occupancy to 73.4%, average rate in the city grew by a healthy 19% to €164 in 2008. This led to an overall increase in value of 10.8% to €345,700 per room, ranking the city ninth in our index. Istanbul benefits from its status as a strong meeting and incentive destination with demand emanating from Europe and the Middle East. As more luxury brands entered the market in 2008 and with the city hosting the World Water Forum and the IMF summit in 2009 and taking on the role of the European
Capital of Culture in 2010, average rates are expected to remain high in the foreseeable future and therefore contribute towards maintaining the current levels of value.

In 2007 Lisbon’s values per room increased by 11.9%, second only to Moscow; however, in 2008 the city’s RevPAR decreased by 5.7%, following a sharp decline in occupancy, while average rates grew by 1.4% to €104. This led to a drop in values of 11.8% to €147,500 per room, less than that recorded for 2006. Lisbon is still considered to be one of the most affordable destinations in Europe and has consequently proven to be a good alternative for price-sensitive travellers. The city is expected to double its inventory of upscale hotels in the next decade, while government initiatives currently aim to improve infrastructure.

Figure 3 highlights the year-on-year average changes in values per room by region. This highlights the increasing correlation between the more established European regions from 2000 to 2008 and the severe drop in value suffered by Eastern Europe. It also shows the trends throughout the continent to be very similar.

Along with the other UK cities mentioned in this report, London has been significantly affected by the double impact of a weakened currency and deteriorating trading conditions. These two factors have led values per room to drop by 23.1% in euro terms in 2008 to €479,600. As such, London has lost its leadership position in our index in favour of Paris to rank second, ahead of Geneva and Moscow. This translates into a compound annual growth rate of values of -2.0% and 3.8% for 2000-08 and 1994-08, respectively. We note that despite the below-average performances achieved by London in 2008, owing to the expected improvement in economic conditions, the eventual return to the historical currency exchange environment and the upcoming Olympic Games in 2012, the city’s investment attractiveness is not at stake in the long term. Expressed in sterling the decrease in value is significantly less at 11.3%.

In 2008, values per room decreased by 16.8% to €270,400 in Madrid as a result of a 5% decrease in RevPAR and the perceived risk and deteriorated investment attractiveness of the local hotel market. The worsening operating performances come as a result of the decrease in business demand on which the local hotel market heavily depends, which in turn has led occupancy to drop by 6.6% to 66%. Spain’s capital now ranks 11th in the index and has shown a risk-adjusted capital appreciation of 0.13 from 1998 to 2008, close to Barcelona’s 0.16 but below the Southern European average of 0.23. With a strong share of demand being generated from within the UK, Manchester has also experienced the effects of corporate cost cutting, lower disposable income levels amongst UK residents and higher unemployment as the country goes into recession. This came in addition to the unfavourable currency environment. As a result, RevPAR dropped by 15% in euro terms with the expectation of moderate decreases in the near term. Hotel values in 2008 decreased by 21.9% to €168,700 per room (26th position), the lowest level since 1997. Nevertheless, it is important to note that Manchester has undergone a major regeneration over the past decade and has proved to be a stable hotel market in the past, improving the prospects for a recovery in the medium to long term. Moreover, in sterling this drop in value is less at 9.9%.

As a financial and business centre, Milan’s trading results have been negatively impacted by the current economic downturn because of its reliance on international visitation (which makes up 60% of total overnights) and the drop in domestic business-related demand. An occupancy-led 3.9% drop in RevPAR meant values slumped by 13.6% to €361,400 (eighth position), close to Rome’s €373,500 (seventh position). However, Milan’s risk-adjusted capital appreciation is well above the Western European average at 0.48, in fifth position between Berlin and Brussels.
Milan’s values per room have grown at a compound annual rate of 0.3% from 2000 to 2008. 

Figure 4 highlights the variation in values by region from 2000 to 2008. As such, we can see that Eastern Europe has been the hardest hit by last year’s downturn in trading performances and the loss of interest in investment, while Western European cities were the least affected.

Moscow has maintained its economic growth owing to strong global demand for Russia’s energy and mineral resources. Economic growth, a shortage of high-quality hotel rooms over the past eight years, stable occupancy and upward pressure on room rates resulted in an all-time high RevPAR of €192 in 2008 (a 4.6% increase). The recent decline in commodity prices and the conflict in Georgia have had an adverse impact on foreign direct investment and overall economic growth in Russia. The short-term risks outweighed the prospects for long-term economic growth, resulting in a 9.9% decrease in hotel values per room to €442,400 (fourth position). On a risk-adjusted capital appreciation basis Moscow ranks high with a ratio of 0.34, well above the Eastern European and overall European averages of 0.11 and 0.18, respectively.

Despite being one of the most visited cities in Germany and experiencing one of the strongest economic growths in the country, Munich saw a 3.7% drop in occupancy in 2008. Average rate increased by 3.2%, and RevPAR decreased by 0.6%. Consequently, values decreased by 7% to €216,000 per room. As such, the Bavarian capital scores a risk-adjusted capital appreciation of 0.43 (eighth position), well above the Western European average. Munich is expected to continue to benefit strongly from MICE demand and regional economic growth that is above the national average.

In 2008, RevPAR in Paris marginally increased by 0.5% to €169 despite a 1% drop in occupancy. As a result, and for the first time since 2003, the French capital is now in first position in our index, despite a 5.9% decrease in values per room to €566,200, which is in line with other Western European cities. On a risk-adjusted capital appreciation basis, Paris is ranked seventh with a ratio of 0.44, between Brussels and Munich. Paris has benefited from some significant events in recent years, such as the Rugby World Cup which increased both the profile of the city and occupancy during the tournament. However, occupancy was often gained at the cost of rate, and we are probably witnessing the adjustment to a standard trading position.

Following a fourth consecutive year of decreasing occupancy, Rome’s RevPAR dropped by 11.6% to €66 in 2008. The strength of the Czech koruna against the US dollar and the euro and an increase in VAT (effective January 2008) has put pressure on average rates, making it more difficult for Prague to compete as a budget and short-break destination with other emerging destinations such as Budapest, Kiev and Warsaw. Consequently, values per room decreased by 21.0% to €197,100, placing Prague in 22nd position of this year’s index.

Riga has experienced two consecutive years of value decreases (9% in 2007 and 28% in 2008) and it now ranks in last position in our survey with a value of €95,200 per room, marginally lower than that of Tallinn, another Baltic State capital. Riga’s decrease in values is a result of a drop in RevPAR of 18.1% in 2008 and the city’s low investment attractiveness.

Italy’s economic growth has been one of the weakest in Western Europe in 2008, which caused a decrease in domestic demand for accommodation to a larger extent than in other cities in the index. As a result, an occupancy-led 11.7% decline in RevPAR drove Rome’s values per room to fall by 17.6% to €373,500. As such, the Italian capital now ranks seventh in our index.

The compound annual growth in values was 2.6% and -1.9% for 1994-08 and 2000-08, respectively. The majority of planned new supply in the city is estimated to enter the market in 2010 and this could further adversely affect values.

Occupancy in Sofia dipped into negative territory with a decrease of 7.2% to 56%. This was accompanied by a 6.6% drop in average rate to €101, resulting in a decrease in RevPAR of 13.3% to €56, which is only underperformed by Budapest, Riga, Tallinn and Zagreb. Given the undersupply of quality accommodation in the Bulgarian capital, developments as part of large-scale mixed-use retail or business schemes – assuming financing can be obtained – are still a possibility because of the low tax and cost of labour in the country.

Figure 4 Year-on-Year Fall in Values per Room by Region 2008

Source: HVS – London Office
Note: Based on euro calculations
In 2008, values per room in Sofia came within the bottom six of our index, with a value decline of 16% to €150,100 per room.

**Stockholm** continued to show a strong performance in 2008, which was a good convention and conference year. The Swedish hotel sector saw the effects of the economic downturn in the second half of 2008 and, combined with new supply entering the market, this resulted in a marginal decrease of 0.6% in RevPAR. Stockholm saw a decrease in values per room for the first time since 2003, from €246,200 in 2007 to €229,200 in 2008. Values grew at a compound annual rate of 5.0% from 1994 to 2008.

Along with the growth of the overall Russian economy, **St Petersburg's** efforts to attract foreign investment, improve its infrastructure and build up its tourism marketing capabilities have strengthened demand for high-quality room products, and thus escalated upward pressure on room rates in the market. RevPAR in St Petersburg increased by 9.8% to €147 in 2008, which resulted in the fifth-highest RevPAR in our index. Similar to Stockholm, short-term risks outweighed the prospects for long-term economic growth, resulting in a 5.9% decrease in hotel values to €377,800 (sixth position); however, this is still less than the average decrease for Eastern Europe of 16.4%.

Further to an almost 18% drop in RevPAR in 2008 per room in Tallinn, in Tallinn have dropped to €95,900, the lowest since we started reporting hotel values for the city. This equates to a 25.7% drop in value on 2007, well above the Eastern European average.

**Vienna** experienced a 1.6% increase in RevPAR in 2008 following a 6.5% increase in average rate. This corroborates the theory that the Austrian capital is still underpriced in comparison to other European gateway cities. Despite trading performances above the European average, values per room in the city decreased by 5.2% to €223,300 (16th position in our index). We note that this equates to a risk-adjusted capital appreciation ratio of 0.66 from 1998 to 2008, second only to Zürich and just ahead of Geneva.

**Warsaw** strongly outperformed other Eastern European cities with a rate-driven RevPAR increase of almost 8% to €660 in 2008. As such the Polish capital is gradually recovering from previous years’ oversupply and the price war that followed. However, values per room dropped by 4%, much less than both the Eastern European and European average drops of 16.4% and 10.8%, respectively. Values per room in the city are now €200,400 (20th position). Warsaw’s risk-adjusted capital appreciation ratio of -0.8 ranks the city last on a risk-adjusted basis, owing to poor historical performances.
Following a deterioration of its hotels’ trading performances, RevPAR in Zagreb dropped by 10.4% to €39 in 2008. The Croatian city now ranks 34th in our index, between Lisbon and Belgrade, with a decrease in values per room of 18.5% in 2008 to €120,215.

Like Geneva, Zürich so far has only been marginally impacted by the economic downturn with trading performances starting to weaken no earlier than November 2008. Despite an overall drop in occupancy of 5.3%, Zürich’s RevPAR increased by 9.9% in 2008, following a 16% increase in average rate. This in turn led values per room to grow by 5.6% to €436,200. Zürich has the highest risk-adjusted capital appreciation ratio with 0.81 and this highlights the city’s proven resilience to downturns and validates the continued investment interest it is subject to. Given its small proportion of branded supply for a city of its stature, the development pipeline for Zürich indicates that 1,300 rooms are expected to open by 2011.

Figures 5 and 6 present a newly introduced ratio to the HVI: the risk-adjusted capital appreciation. This ratio aims to measure the return on capital appreciation over a given period (1998 to 2008) adjusted for investment risk. Details of how this ratio is calculated are provided in ‘Understanding the HVI’. We highlight that while this measure does not directly account for yearly generated income, the capital appreciation from one year to the next heavily depends on yearly performance and income.

Figure 5 ranks Zürich, Geneva and Vienna as the most rewarding hotel markets to have invested in, on a risk-adjusted basis, from 1998 to 2008. When analysing these tables we draw attention to the fact that market maturity and the foreign exchange environment can play a decisive role in the computation of the ratio. As such, the fact that UK cities such London and Edinburgh have scored below average can be attributed to adverse euro exchange rates, and in the case of London the market reached an advanced level of maturity (and therefore greater value from which to start from) in 1998. Figure 6 shows the average ratios by region.

### Hotel Values per Room

2008 will be remembered for being the year of two halves. The first half continued in much the same way as 2007, but the second half was characterised by a collapse towards the end of the year. The impact of the worldwide credit crisis and the associated lack...
of confidence cannot be over estimated. The lack of available debt has dramatically reduced the number of transactions, which in turn has made purchasers more cautious and therefore depressed values further. Providing that many of these factors ease in 2009, some of the loss in value may be reversed during the year. 2008 continued to showcase the momentum of the European hotel market, even with the inclusion of additional Eastern European markets, when compared to other real estate classes. The top-five set of the most expensive European cities in which to buy a hotel contains many of the same players as previous years. Our analysis of values per room in euro (Table 3) shows that Paris has regained the top spot at €566,200 per room. Riga and Tallinn remain at the bottom of the index with values per room of €95,200 and €95,900, respectively.

**Outlook**

The Europewide decrease in value of 10.8% and increase in yield of 42 basis points, is not as great as some might have expected or indeed predicted for 2008. This demonstrates the resolute nature of the hotel industry and perhaps is a social commentary on the importance of travel to the human race.

There is no question that since the last quarter of 2008 we have entered a period of recession. The question is: how long will it last? Many operators traded well and close to budget until autumn 2008. However, with the basic

---

**Figure 7 Hotel Values per Room 2007 and 2008 (€)**

Source: HVS – London Office
valuation formula of passing net operating income levels over initial returns in mind, it is evident that both factors are putting negative pressure on resulting values, as the former decreases and the latter have started to move out. It will certainly be interesting to watch the direction and the percentage change of these components during 2009. However, we strongly consider that the much-feared further fall in values during the next 12 months can be contained to a great extent once we see a freeing of the financial restraints and a subsequent increase in transactions and investment appetite.

It is probably of no surprise that the top-five performers include the two Swiss cities of Zürich and Geneva, with high barriers to entry and stable economies, and Brussels, which is becoming even more dependent on the EU but also benefits from improved transport links. Istanbul has shown significant growth, mainly because of the high-quality accommodation that has recently been opened, the increase in visitation and the greater diversification of its feeder markets.

The largest falls in reported values are all in Eastern Europe. The old adage of ‘what goes up must come down’ illustrates that a large spike in values often results in a sharp fall. It will be interesting to watch these cities over the next couple of years to see the extent to which they can bounce back.

The trend for the year ahead is deleveraging and investing in prime locations, established markets and good-quality products. Development prospects remain high, especially for many emerging markets, although it seems they will have to be postponed for a few months. Overall, the HVI 2009 shows an ever-increasing maturity of the European hotel market and that interest in developing and operating hotels across the whole continent continues. Values generally remain well ahead of those recorded in 2000. Long may it continue, and we will look forward to the rest of 2009 with fascination and anticipation.

### Understanding the HVI

The HVI is a hotel valuation benchmark developed by HVS. It monitors annual percentage changes in the values of typically four-star and five-star hotels in 36 major European markets. Additionally, our index allows us to rank each market relative to a European average (see Table 2). The HVI also reports the average value per room, in euro, for each market (Table 3) and all data presented are based on euro, unless otherwise stated.

The methodology employed in producing the HVI is based upon actual operating data from a representative sample of four-star and five-star hotels for which HVS maintains extensive databases. Operating data from the STR Global Survey was used to supplement our sample of hotels in some of the markets. The data are then aggregated to produce a pro forma performance for a typical 200-room hotel in each market. From our experience of real-life hotel financing structures gained from valuing hundreds of hotels each year, we have determined appropriate valuation parameters for each market, including loan to value ratios, real interest rates and equity return expectations. These market-specific valuation and capitalisation parameters are applied to the net operating income for a typical hotel in each city. In determining the valuation parameters relevant to each of the 36 European markets included in the HVI, we have also taken into account evidence of actual hotel transactions and the expectations of investors with regard to future changes in supply, market performance and return requirements. Investor appetite for each market at the end of 2008 is therefore reflected in the capitalisation rates used. The HVI assumes a date of value upon actual operating data.

### RACA = M/STDEV

M = the arithmetic average of yearly capital appreciation per room from 1998 to 2008.


This analysis provides us with ratios ranging from -0.08 (Warsaw) up to 0.81 (Zürich). Our findings are presented in Figures 5 and 6.
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